### Electrical
- Electrical Punchlist
- Receive & Install Gleichman Cable Reel
- Function Testing Checklist/Final Commissioning

### Railroad - NH
- Pour Back Transverse Tendon Pocket
- NHDOT Operator Training
- Install Membrane - Waiting on Weather
- Set Ballast

### Railroad - ME
- Punchlist
- NHDOT Operator Training - Waiting on Weather
- Set Ballast

### Portsmouth Approach
- Punchlist

### Sheet Pile
- Portsmouth Approach
- Punchlist

### TPI & FEU
- Anchor Pile Paint (Temp. Dependent)
- Punchlist
- Install Retaining Wall & Expansion Joint
- Grout Doors
- Anchor Pile Painting
- Replace Control Room Heaet (Temp. Dependent)

### Lift Span
- Install Take Up Keeper Nuts

### Portsmouth
- Improve Navigation Light on Cape Sr Barge Ramp (Temp. Dependent)

### Portsmouth Trestle
- Replace Pile Trestle
- Rebuild Portsmouth Trestle

### Portsmouth Wharf Dock & Boat Ramp
- Cape Wharf Wharf
- Test Deck Rail
- Install Boat Ramp - Pending Environmental Review

### Contact Mobilization Work
- Notification Control for Work Overhead Canopy
- Improve Wharf Handrail
- Portal Steel Horse Extension - Rem. 300
- Relocate Aft Span Navigation Light